


NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN

A POLARISED GLASS LENS LIKE THIS

AVAILABLE . . . . UNTIL NOW!

THE SLICELENS FROM TONIC

ARE THE MOST TECHNICALLY 

ADVANCED LIGHTEST, THINNEST 

GLASS LENSES tonic have  

ever produced.

FEATURING THE LATEST

JAPANESE GLASS LENS 

TECHNOLOGY, THE SLICELENS

PROVIDES TOTALLY DISTORTION

FREE VISION WITH PRECISE

DEPTH AND DISTANCE AS WELL 

AS UNPARALLELED CLARITY.

CUT THE WEIGHT, KEPT THEM TONIC.



All Of Our Styles feature:

Polarisation: With Tonic Eyewear’s lenses anglers have polarisation and our 

custom made light filtration system that delivers unsurpassed clarity and 

colour enhancement.

Crown corning Glass:  Tonic eyewear uses Crown corning Glass: the clearest 

glass lens currently available.

UltraOptic Slice Lens:  Tonic Sunglasses are comparably lighter than other 

brands on the market making them light enough to wear all day.

polycarbonate Lens:  vast improvements through new film in the injection 

molding process improving optical clarity. and with gold anti-reflective back 

surface coating to prevent nasty bounce back glare plus hard coatings to 

protect them from scratching.

VistaView Decentration:  Tonic makes each lens decentred which is important 

for viewing true depth and true distance.  Decentring eliminates prism or the 

feeling that you are losing footing when you are walking through streams 

and over rocks.

Anti-Reflective Coating:  Tonic has an anti-reflective coating applied to the 

back surface of the lens to reduce reflective glare or “bounce back” to the 

pupil.  This is extremely important when sight fishing.

Our Photochromic Copper and Blue Mirror lenses also feature:

MultiCut Full Spectrum Filter:  Our four colour integrated polarising filter 

system in the back of the lens:   we have green which retains colour, yellow 

which gives high contrast hen ambient light is low, brown and copper mix t give 

high definition.

Since it was launched into the 
fishing and boating market, tonic 
has amazed its customers with 
the wonders of 21st century 
optics.  Tonic’s unique VistaView 
lenses represent the culmination 
of 27-year quest to constantly 
push the boundaries of optical 
technology.  In 1992, after six 
years learning the optics of 
high-end safety glasses, Tonic’s 
founder applied the very best 
technology then available to  
introduce what became  
Australia’s favourite polarised 
fishing sunglasses.  Fast forward 
17 years and Tonic was convinced 
they could take sunglasses to 
a whole new level with 21st 
century optical technology - and 
tonic was born. To create Tonic, 
they adopted Japan’s two big  
optical breakthroughs of the 
past decade, unprecedented 
wrap-around clarity and  
exceptionally lightweight  
glass lenses.



GLASS PHOTOCHROMIC COPPER

in lowlight conditions the lens 
moves to 67% tint allowing 
the maximum amount of light 
to reach your eyes providing 
optimal daytime vision in cloudy 
or low light conditions.

in  bright sunlight the lens is 
exposed to both visible and uv 

light. The lens changes to a 
darker shade and moves to its 

darkest state with an 86% tint. 
this means 86% of the light is 
blocked and only 14% passes 
through the lens to your eue 

providing maximum protection 
against intense sunlight.

GLASS PHOTOCHROMIC Grey GLASS copper neon

glass blue mirror

glass silver mirror glass red mirrorglass green mirror

TONIC  GLASS PHOTOCHROMIC
SEEING IS  BEL IEVING
TONIC GLASS PHOTOCHROMIC LENSES, COPPER OR GREY, darken and lighten depending on 

ambient light conditions.  These lenses have been developed to give the highest quality 

optics in fresh and salt water conditions.  Looking through these lenses you will see 

that the colour saturation for reds, blues and greens is more vibrant than ever 

before.  We apply an anti-reflective back surface coating which absorbs the  

dangerous reflective glare from coming into your eyes. Tonic Eyewear has decentred 

all of its lenses giving  you the true accuracy for depth and distance whilst casting 

for that big catch!  The clarity that you get when you wear a pair of  

Tonic Eyewear sunglasses is overwhelming.

TONIC  GLASS LENSES
A S IGHT FOR SORE EYES



Frame: Colour gloss black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

cove

Frame: Colour gloss tortise shell   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

cove

all tonic frames are
ergonomically designed
and manufactured with
an “8 base curve” to give
maximum eye protection

tonic emblem is screwed,
not glued, into the arms
of all glasses

enclosed hinges
complete with stainless

steel screw to avoid
corrision in salt

water conditions

all tonic frames
are constructed of  
lightweight TR90  
material, offering
durability, flexibility and 
extreme comfort

LENS COLOUR OPTIONS

TONIC  FRAMES
MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE



Frame: Colour matte black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

glass mirror

jo

Frame: Colour matte black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

glass mirror
click strap: Removable

evo

Frame: Colour gloss tortise shell   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

Polarised Polycarbonate

bono

Frame: Colour gloss black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

Polarised Polycarbonate

bono



Frame: Colour matte black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

GLASS MIRROR

mo

Frame: Colour matte black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

glass mirror 
Polarised Polycarbonate 

torquayFrame: Colour gloss black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

glass mirror
nose bridge: adjustable

rise

Frame: Colour gloss tortise shell   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

Polarised Polycarbonate

shimmer



Frame: Colour gloss black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

glass mirror
nose bridge: adjustable

trakker

Frame: Colour matte black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

glass mirror
Polarised Polycarbonate
nose bridge: adjustable

youranium

Frame: Colour matte black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

Polarised Polycarbonate
click strap: Removable

rush

Frame: Colour matte black   
Frame: Tensile TR90    

 
 Glass Photochromic

glass mirror
Polarised Polycarbonate

shimmer



TONICEYEWEAR.COM.AU

HEAD OFFICE: 9/6 NICOLE CLOSE, BAYSWATER NORTH, VICTORIA 3153, AUSTRALIA
PO BOX 547, CROYDON, VICTORIA 3136, AUSTRALIA

P: +61 3 9761 7002    F: +61 3 9761 5003    E: ENQUIRIES@TONICEYEWEAR.COM.AU


